
Check-List Hiking

1. MISCELLANEOUS ADVENTURES Experience oneness with nature with every sip from this small whiskey cup, hand carved by 
English artist Andrew Groves in the style of the traditional Sami Kuska of Finland. Made from sustainably sourced wood and seasoned 
with linseed oil.____2. NALGENE For an even lighter pack, Nalgene halved the weight of its iconic wide mouth water bottle. The Ultralite 
HDPE Wide Mouth Bottle weighs only 3.75 oz. (108.33 gr) and withstands temperatures from –100ºC (–148ºF) to 120ºC (248ºF).____ 
3. WAKAWAKA Lightweight, efficient, and socially responsible. Proceeds made from selling the WakaWaka solar-powered lamp with op-
tional USB charger at competitive prices are used to make them available to developing communities at an affordable rate.____4. SKINTH 
Bushcrafter’s buddy. Made from military tested Cordura, the Skinth Trailblazer keeps your tools quick at hand with seven pockets, a 
double stitched belt loop, and customization options.

1. OPINEL Foraging for mushrooms is a favorite pastime in France, so it is no wonder that French cutlery brand Opinel created a 
folding knife for just that. With a curved blade for harvesting, a serrated back for scraping, and a boar bristle brush for cleaning.____ 
2. TOPO DESIGNS The rugged Cordura base and water-resistant cloth upper, interior laptop sleeve, and tasteful color combinations make 
the Topo Designs Rover Pack ideal for adventures both urban and outback. ____3. SNOW PEAK The Snow Peak Titanium Colored Spork is 
a double weight saver. Not only does Titanium make it light, you also have spoon and fork in a single utensil. Available in three vibrant colors 
achieved through non-paint electric ionization. ____4. SNOW PEAK Stronger than steel and weighing next to nothing, the Snow Peak 
Titanium Single Wall Cup can be used for both drinking and cooking, and will not taste like the soup you had the night before.
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